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ABSTRACT
Multi-behavior recommendation algorithms aim to leverage the
multiplex interactions between users and items to learn users’ la-
tent preferences. Recent multi-behavior recommendation frame-
works contain two steps: fusion and prediction. In the fusion step,
advanced neural networks are used to model the hierarchical cor-
relations between user behaviors. In the prediction step, multiple
signals are utilized to jointly optimize the model with a multi-task
learning (MTL) paradigm. However, recent approaches have not
addressed the issue caused by imbalanced data distribution in the
fusion step, resulting in the learned relationships being dominated
by high-frequency behaviors. In the prediction step, the existing
methods use a gate mechanism to directly aggregate expert informa-
tion generated by coupling input, leading to negative information
transfer. To tackle these issues, we propose a Parallel Knowledge En-
hancement Framework (PKEF) for multi-behavior recommendation.
Specifically, we enhance the hierarchical information propagation
in the fusion step using parallel knowledge (PKF). Meanwhile, in
the prediction step, we decouple the representations to generate
expert information and introduce a projection mechanism during
aggregation to eliminate gradient conflicts and alleviate negative
transfer (PME). We conduct comprehensive experiments on three
real-world datasets to validate the effectiveness of our model. The
results further demonstrate the rationality and effectiveness of the
designed PKF and PME modules. The source code and datasets are
available at https://github.com/MC-CV/PKEF.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems are information filtering techniques de-
signed to provide personalized services based on user preferences.
In our daily lives, recommendation systems are widely used in
various scenarios such as e-commerce, social media, music, and
video platforms. Early collaborative filtering (CF) techniques [31]
made recommendations based on users’ historical interactions with
items, but they had limitations in effectively utilizing diverse user
behavior information for recommendations. In the real world, user
behavior goes beyond a single type and includes various behav-
iors such as viewing, adding to cart, and purchasing. Among them,
we mainly focus on a specific behavior, namely target behavior
(e.g., buy) and considering other behaviors as auxiliary behaviors
[8, 19, 37]. These multiple behavior signals carry rich user prefer-
ences, which can be leveraged to comprehensively understand user
needs and provide better services.

Recent researches have focused on effectively leveraging multi-
ple behavior signals for recommendations. Existing frameworks for
multi-behavior recommendation contain two steps: multi-behavior
fusion and multi-behavior prediction [16]. In the fusion step, ad-
vanced neural networks are applied to capture the correlations
between users and items across multiple behaviors. In the predic-
tion step, multi-task learning (MTL) is devised to further utilize the
heterogeneous interaction information [17].

Multi-behavior Fusion. Early studies applied matrix factor-
ization [21, 30, 33] to multi-behavior recommendation. With the
rise of deep learning, neural network-based approaches [8, 12, 37]
have become popular in multi-behavior fusion. These methods can
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Figure 1: Histogram of user numbers w.r.t interaction num-
bers for different behaviors.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the learned multi-behavioral corre-
lations in the cascade stream.

model the complex relationships between users and items, captur-
ing richer user interests and item features. Among them, graph
neural networks [5, 13, 14, 25, 26, 35] have been widely applied in
multi-behavior recommendation due to their ability to efficiently
utilize high-order connectivity between users and items [4, 38]. For
example, MBGCN [19] and GNMR [36] utilize graph neural net-
works to improve recommendation performance. However, these
methods do not consider using dependencies between behaviors to
assist model learning. In the real world, user behaviors often follow
a hierarchical order, such as view→ cart→ buy. User preference
information from upstream behaviors (e.g., view) can be used to
assist downstream tasks (e.g., cart and buy) [6, 8, 40]. CRGCN [40]
and MB-CGCN [6] integrate the cascade dependencies between be-
haviors into graph convolutional networks (GCNs), facilitating the
learning of user and item embeddings. These models, which con-
sider behavioral hierarchy, have demonstrated better performance
compared to previous approaches.

Multi-behavior Prediction. Multi-task learning (MTL) is a
commonly used approach in multi-behavior prediction, as it can
effectively utilize complex heterogeneous signals from multiple
tasks to jointly optimize the model. Existing multi-task learning
methods typically have coupled inputs for different tasks [3, 24, 32].
They generate multiple experts in different ways and aggregate
the expert information for subsequent tasks. For example, MMOE
[24] utilizes coupled representations to generate multiple experts
and assigns learnable weights to each task to aggregate the expert
information. PLE [32] further improves this approach by generating
the specific experts for each task on the basis of the shared experts
for all tasks.

Although cascade graph convolutional networks and MTL-based
multi-behavior recommendation methods have made significant
progress for multi-behavior fusion and prediction respectively, they
also have their limitations:
• Ignorance of the imbalanced behavioral distribution. As
shown in Figure 1 (plotting the data distribution), the interactions
for different behaviors are highly imbalanced. One behavior (e.g.,
view) may account for the majority of the total interactions. In
the cascade behavior modeling, this imbalance problem is further

exacerbated. As shown in Figure 2, in the cascade stream, up-
stream behaviors have richer interaction information compared
to downstream behaviors. Thus, in the process of behavior prop-
agation, the learned relationships are dominated by upstream
behaviors, leading to a biased relationship learned by the model
towards upstream behaviors, which interferes with downstream
behavior prediction.

• Negative transfer problem. When training multiple tasks, the
performance of certain tasks can be negatively affected or inter-
fered with by other tasks, resulting in performance degradation.
This is known as the negative transfer phenomenon [34]. In
multi-task learning, although coupled inputs can share informa-
tion from different behaviors, they can also introduce potential
gradient conflict issues (explained in Section 3.2.1). Additionally,
when aggregating expert information from different behaviors
for a specific task, noise from other behaviors is often introduced,
leading to negative transfer problems.

To address these two issues, we propose a Parallel Knowledge
Enhancement based Framework (PKEF) for Multi-behavior Rec-
ommendation. It consists of the Parallel Knowledge Fusion mod-
ule (PKF) and the Projection Disentangling Multi-Experts network
(PME). To address the first issue, PKF combines the cascade and
parallel paradigms, leveraging parallel knowledge for adaptive en-
hancement of different behaviors’ representations while learning
hierarchical correlation information to correct the information bias
caused by imbalanced behavioral interactions.

To address the second issue, PME regards different behaviors as
independent tasks, generates corresponding expert informations
for each behavior with separate inputs, and aggregates the expert
information from different behaviors using learnable weights. Con-
sidering that the aggregation of different behaviors may introduce
noise during the learning process for a specific behavior task, PME
introduces a projection mechanism during aggregation to disen-
tangle the shared and unique parts for other behavioral experts.
The shared part is used for aggregation, avoiding the introduc-
tion of harmful information. For the unique part, an auxiliary loss
is designed for optimizing, which promotes the effectiveness of
complementary shared information. PME alleviates the negative
transfer phenomenon while solving the gradient conflict problem
(explained in Section 3.2.2).

In summary, our work makes the following contributions:

• We investigate the issues of ignorance of the imbalanced behav-
ioral distribution in the cascade paradigm of multi-behavior rec-
ommendation and the negative transfer phenomenon inMTL.We
propose an innovative multi-behavior recommendation frame-
work (PKEF) to address these issues. It consists of the Parallel
Knowledge Fusion module (PKF) and the Projection Disentan-
gling Multi-Expert network (PME).

• To achieve better recommendation performance, we address the
issue of imbalanced data distribution for different behaviors by
enhancing the hierarchical information propagation in the cas-
cade process using parallel knowledge (PKF). Additionally, we
alleviate the gradient conflict introduced by coupled MTL inputs
and propose a projection-based denoising method to remove
harmful information between behaviors, effectively solving the
negative transfer problem (PME).
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• We conduct comprehensive experiments on three real-world
datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of our model. Further
experimental results verify the rationality and effectiveness of
the designed PKF and PME modules.

2 RELATEDWORK
Multi-behavior Recommendation.Multi-behavior recommen-
dation methods use multiple user-item interactions to solve the
data sparsity problem. In recent years, this approach has attracted
widespread attention.

Early multi-behavior recommendation methods usually handle
multi-behavior data by introducing multiple matrix factorization
[21, 30, 33] or designing new sampling strategies [11, 23, 27]. The
former one extends the traditional matrix factorization technique
by conducting it onmultiple matrices with shared embeddings, such
as CMF [42]. The latter one uses multiple behaviors as auxiliary
data and designs new sampling strategies to enrich the training
samples, such as MF-BPR [23] and VALS [7], which introduce and
improve negative sampling strategies.

With the development of deep learning techniques [22, 41, 44],
researchers have started to explore multi-behavior recommendation
models based on deep neural network (DNN) or graph convolutional
network (GCN). DNN-based models usually design models to learn
embeddings from each behavior and integrating them into the
prediction of target behaviors. For example, DIPN [12] and MATN
[37] use different attention mechanisms to model the relationship
between behaviors for embedding learning and aggregation. NMTR
[8] differs from the above methods by using a multi-task learning
model in which all behaviors of the users serve as prediction targets
and the prediction scores of the previous behavior are passed to
the next behavior for prediction.

GCN-based models learn user embeddings by constructing a uni-
fied user-item graph and performing graph convolution operations.
GHCF [4] explicitly models the high-order relationship between
users and items through GCN and performs multi-task learning to
predict each behavior through a non-sampling approach. MBGCN
[19] takes behavior semantic into account, capturing it by item-item
propagation layer and combines behavior semantic with behavior
contributions learned from user-item propagation layer for score
prediction. The recently proposed CRGCN [40] and MB-CGCN [6]
take into account the hierarchical correlation between behaviors
and achieve great performance by building cascaded graph convo-
lutional networks to capture user preferences. However, due to the
imbalanced distribution of the interactions among different behav-
iors, simply employing cascaded networks will lead to the learned
relationships being dominated by high-frequency behaviors, which
interferes with downstream behavior prediction.

MTL for Recommendation. With the growing diversity of
user interests, the limitations of single-task learning in traditional
recommender systems have become more and more obvious, espe-
cially in the face of multiple signals. To solve the above dilemma,
in recent years, researchers have attempted to apply multi-task
learning to recommender systems. One model widely used in multi-
behavior recommendation is the shared bottom [3] structure, where
each task shares the same bottom parameters to extract common
features, while the parameters at the top layer are independent.

However, approaches based on this structure [4, 8, 39] will lead
to negative transfer phenomenon and trigger a seesaw effect for
tasks with weak relevance. To solve these problems, MTL struc-
tures based on gated expert algorithm are proposed. MOE [18]
divides the shared bottom structure into multiple experts that learn
different features separately. MMOE [24] extends MOE by intro-
ducing a task-specific gating mechanism to obtain different fusion
weights in multi-task learning. PLE [32] further proposes to employ
shared or task-specific experts at the bottom layer and combine
them adaptively through gating networks. However, these methods
use coupled inputs for multiple tasks, which leads to the gradient
conflict problem and negative transfer phenomenon, thus affecting
the model performance (Illustrated in Section 3.2.1).

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
3.1 Problem Definition
We define 𝑢 and 𝑣 as a user and an item, respectively. Meanwhile,
U and V denote the user and item sets, respectively. The adjacency
matrices of multiple behaviors can be represented by a set, i.e.,M =

{M1,M2, · · · ,M𝐾 }, whereM𝑘 =
[
𝑚 (𝑘 )𝑢𝑣

]
|U |× |V | ∈ {0, 1} indicates

whether the user 𝑢 interacted with the item 𝑣 under behavior 𝑘 .
Furthermore, in order to represent the heterogeneous interaction
information of users and items more conveniently, we define the
multiplex user-item bipartite graph G = (H , E,M), where H =

U ∪ V, E = ∪𝐾
𝑘=1E𝑘 is the edge set including all behavior records

between users and items. In the multi-behavior recommendation,
we assume that 𝑘 ∈ {1, 2, ..., 𝐾}, and the number corresponds to the
upstream and downstream relationships between behaviors. The
larger the number, the more downstream the behavior (i.e., 𝐾 is the
most downstream behavior). Last but not least, there exists a target
behavior (denotes as M𝐾 ) to be optimized, which is purchasing
(buying) for e-commerce scenarios.

3.2 Gradient Issue in MTL
3.2.1 Gradient Conflict with Coupled Input. Most of the existing
methods use the coupled input for MTL, as summarized in Section
2. This may cause a gradient conflict issue in MTL which restricts
their learning ability for each task. As the classical MTL methods
directly couple the representations of different behaviors together
with different weights, we have:

e∗𝑢 =

𝐾∑︁
𝑘=1

𝜆𝑘e
𝑘
𝑢 , e

∗
𝑣 =

𝐾∑︁
𝑘=1

𝜆𝑘e
𝑘
𝑣 , (1)

where 𝐾 is the number of behaviors, 𝜆𝑘 is the weight of 𝑘-th be-
havior. Taking (e∗𝑢 , e∗𝑣) as input for MTL, the loss function can be
formulated as:

L𝑢𝑣 =
𝐾∑︁
𝑘=1

𝐿(𝑓𝑘 (e∗𝑢 , e∗𝑣) − 𝑜𝑘𝑢𝑣), (2)

where 𝑜𝑘𝑢𝑣 denotes the predictive probability that user𝑢 will interact
with item 𝑣 under the k-th behavior, 𝑜𝑘𝑢𝑣 is the true label, 𝐿(·) is the
loss function, and 𝑓𝑘 (·) is the predictive function in MTL models.
Then we have:

𝜕L𝑢𝑣
𝜕(e∗𝑢 ◦ e∗𝑣)

=

𝐾∑︁
𝑘=1

𝜕𝑓𝑘 (e∗𝑢 , e∗𝑣)
𝜕(e∗𝑢 ◦ e∗𝑣)

∗ 𝐿
′
(𝑓𝑘 (e∗𝑢 , e∗𝑣) − 𝑜𝑘𝑢𝑣) =

𝐾∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑎𝑘𝑢𝑣r
𝑘 ,

(3)
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where (◦) is the hadamard product operation, 𝑎𝑘𝑢𝑣 = 𝐿
′ (𝑓𝑘 (e∗𝑢 , e∗𝑣) −

𝑜𝑘𝑢𝑣) is a scalar. r𝑘 =
𝜕𝑓𝑘 (e∗𝑢 ,e∗𝑣 )
𝜕 (e∗𝑢◦e∗𝑣 ) . As r

𝑘 denotes the derivative of
a scalar to a vector, it is also a vector. ∀ 𝑘 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝐾}, 𝑎𝑘𝑢𝑣r𝑘
determines the updating magnitude and direction of the vector
e∗𝑢 ◦e∗𝑣 . We can see that the gradients from all behaviors are coupled,
and they jointly optimize the same vector e∗𝑢 ◦ e∗𝑣 , which leading to
gradient conflicts. As a result, the harmful information coupled in
the input affects the learning of the target behavior information in
the training process, leading to negative transfer.

3.2.2 Projection Disentangling Multi-Experts with Separated Input.
To handle the above problem, we first need to utilize the separated
input of each behavior to generate the behavior-specific expert
information and behavior-specific gating weight. Thus, we have:

e𝑘𝑢𝑣 = e𝑘𝑢 ◦ e𝑘𝑣 , ĝ𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 𝐹𝐶𝑘𝑔 (e𝑘𝑢 | |e𝑘𝑣 ) (4)

where ĝ𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑝 ∈ R𝐾×1 is the weight of gate. 𝐹𝐶𝑘𝑔 (·) represents the
behavior-specific fully connected layer. Further, while aggregat-
ing the information from different experts, the gating mechanism
simultaneously introduce the negative information from other ex-
perts. Thus, we need to extract the information that is useful to
the prediction of behavior 𝑘 from other experts (e𝑘

′
𝑢𝑣 ). In details, we

leverage a projection mechanism and have:

e𝑘
′,𝑘
𝑠ℎ𝑎

= 𝑎𝑘 ′,𝑘e
𝑘
𝑢𝑣, ê

𝑘
𝑒𝑥𝑝 =

𝐾
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡
𝑘 ′=1

(e𝑘
′,𝑘
𝑠ℎ𝑎

) (5)

where e𝑘
′,𝑘
𝑠ℎ𝑎

represents the shared information extracted from e𝑘
′
𝑢𝑣

with the guidance of e𝑘𝑢𝑣 . 𝑎𝑘 ′,𝑘 =
e𝑘

′
𝑢𝑣 ·e𝑘𝑢𝑣

|e𝑘𝑢𝑣 | |e𝑘𝑢𝑣 |
is a scalar and can be

flexibly adjusted. In practice, we adjust the scalar by multiplying
by a small value.

Finally, we analyse the optimization of input (e𝑡𝑢 ◦ e𝑡𝑣), and have:

𝜕L𝑢𝑣
𝜕(e𝑡𝑢 ◦ e𝑡𝑣)

=

𝐾∑︁
𝑘=1

𝜕𝑓𝑘 (ĝ𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑝 , ê𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑝 )
𝜕(e𝑡𝑢 ◦ e𝑡𝑣)

=

𝐾∑︁
𝑘=1

𝜕𝑓𝑘 (ĝ𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑝 , e𝑘𝑢𝑣)
𝜕(e𝑡𝑢 ◦ e𝑡𝑣)

=
𝜕𝑓𝑡 (ĝ𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝 , e𝑡𝑢𝑣)
𝜕(e𝑡𝑢 ◦ e𝑡𝑣)

(6)

where 𝑓𝑘 (𝑎, 𝑏) means the expressions with respect to variables 𝑎
and 𝑏 under behavior 𝑘 . Without loss of generality, we can find that
∀𝑡 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 𝐾}, the gradient of each behavior optimizes along
the direction of their respective input (e.g., the gradient of the 𝑡-th
behavior optimizes e𝑡𝑢 ◦ e𝑡𝑣 independently), so that the gradient
conflicts problem is successfully solved.

4 METHODOLOGY
We devise a "Parallel Knowledge Enhancement based Framework"
(PKEF) for multi-behavior recommendation, which contains two
parts: (1) Parallel Knowledge Fusion (PKF) module; (2) Projection
Disentangling Multi-Experts (PME) network. Figure 3 illustrates
the technical details of the proposed framework.

4.1 Embedding Layer
In industrial applications, users and items are often denoted as
high-dimensional one-hot vectors. However, to transform the high-
dimensional sparse vectors into low-dimensional dense embed-
dings, we apply the embedding lookup operation for user 𝑢 and

item 𝑣 to obtain the embedding vectors. Generally, we have:

E𝑢 = [ x𝑢1 , · · · , x𝑢 |U|︸          ︷︷          ︸
users embeddings

],x𝑢 = LookUp (𝑢, E𝑢 )

E𝑣 = [ y𝑣1 , · · · , y𝑣|V|︸          ︷︷          ︸
item embeddings

],y𝑣 = LookUp (𝑣, E𝑣)
(7)

where E𝑢 ∈ R |U |×𝑑 and E𝑣 ∈ R |V |×𝑑 are the embedding tables for
users and items, respectively, |U| and |V| are the total number of
users and items. x𝑢 ∈ R𝑑 and y𝑣 ∈ R𝑑 denotes the embedding
vectors of user 𝑢 and item 𝑣 , and 𝑑 is the embedding size.

4.2 Parallel Knowledge Fusion
The recent multi-behavior methods ignore the imbalanced distri-
bution of different behaviors in the fusion step. Thus the learning
of these models will be more inclined to high-frequency behaviors,
resulting in poor prediction effects on target behaviors.

To solve the above problem, in our model, we combine both cas-
cade and parallel paradigms to learn complex interactions between
multiple behaviors. Our Parallel Knowledge Fusion (PKF) module
utilizes parallel knowledge to enhance the representations of differ-
ent behaviors while learning hierarchical correlation information,
so as to correct the information bias caused by the imbalance of
behavior interaction distribution.

4.2.1 Cascade Correlation Learning. As we have the adjacency
matrices M1,M2, ...,M𝐾 for different behaviors, for convenience,
we further process the matrices, and it can be formulated as:

A𝑘 =

(
0 M𝑘

(M𝑘 )𝑇 0

)
(8)

whereM𝑘 is the user-item adjacency interaction matrix of behavior
𝑘 , M𝑘 ∈ R( |U |+|V | )× ( |U |+|V | ) , |U| and |V| denote the number of
users and items, respectively. As graph neural networks [14, 35]
have been widely used to model the high-order interactions be-
tween users and items, we conduct a GNN-based paradigm to en-
code the information of each behavior. Specifically, in each behavior
𝑘 , we apply the message passing to capture the high-order interac-
tion information. Here, we simply leverage LightGCN [14] as the
GCN aggregator to aggregate information on each layer 𝑙 :

z𝑘,𝑙+1 = Â𝑘z
𝑘,𝑙 + z𝑘,𝑙 (9)

where z𝑘,𝑙 = z𝑘,𝑙𝑢 | |z𝑘,𝑙𝑣 . ( | |) is the concatenate operation. Â𝑘 =

D−1 (A𝑘 + I) is the left normalized adjacency matrix with added
self-connections andD is a diagonal degree matrix, which is defined
as D𝑖𝑖 =

∑
𝑗 (A𝑘 + I)𝑖 𝑗 . I denotes an identity matrix. And the initial

z1,0 = x𝑢 | |y𝑣 .
Further, following MB-CGCN [6], we conduct a cascade para-

digm to learn the hierarchical correlation information of different
behaviors. We have:

z𝑘+1,0 = z𝑘,𝐿𝑘 + z𝑘,0 (10)

where 𝐿𝑘 denotes the total layers of GNN of the 𝑘-th behavior. Here,
we apply a residual connection to combine the first and the last
layer of the upstream behavior representation as the input of the
downstream behavior.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the proposed PKEF framework. (⊕) denotes the element-wise addition operation. Lines of different
colors correspond to representations of different colors in the Projection module (e.g., blue lines denote 𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑖 and green lines
represent 𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑎). For brevity, we illustrate the knowledge fusion between cascade and parallel stream with a projection scheme.

4.2.2 Parallel Interaction Enhancing. In the previous part, we have
modeled the hierarchical correlations of different behaviors. How-
ever, as we have illustrated in the introduction, imbalanced distri-
bution of multiplex interactions will impact the learning of target
behavior. In order to handle this problem, we further conduct a
parallel learning paradigm which independently learns the repre-
sentation of each behavior, and then fusioning the knowledge on
each layer corresponding to the cascade stream.

Similar to the process of Equation 9, we first apply the same way
to each behavior, and have:

p𝑘,𝑙+1 = Â𝑘p
𝑘,𝑙 + p𝑘,𝑙 (11)

where p𝑘,𝑙 = p𝑘,𝑙𝑢 | |p𝑘,𝑙𝑣 . ( | |) is the concatenate operation. Â𝑘 is the
same as in Equation 9. And the initial p1,0 = x𝑢 | |y𝑣 .

Then we devise two schemes to fuse the knowledge between the
parallel and cascade streams, improving the Equation 9. Besides,
we conduct comparison experiments with other schemes (shown in
Section 5.3.2). For simplicity, we denote e𝑘,𝑙𝑝𝑎𝑟 = Â𝑘p𝑘,𝑙 and e𝑘,𝑙𝑐𝑎𝑠 =
Â𝑘z𝑘,𝑙 .

(1) Projection-enhanced Knowledge Fusion. This scheme is in-
spired by DUMN [2], in which they used the representation projec-
tion mechanism to decouple the implicit feedback representation
by the explicit feedback representation. Here, on each layer, we
project the parallel representation onto the cascade representation
and use the part that is collinear with it to enhance the cascade
representation. It can be formulated as:

p𝑘,𝑙
𝑐𝑜𝑙

=
e𝑘,𝑙𝑝𝑎𝑟 · e

𝑘,𝑙
𝑐𝑎𝑠

|e𝑘,𝑙𝑐𝑎𝑠 |
e𝑘,𝑙𝑐𝑎𝑠
|e𝑘,𝑙𝑐𝑎𝑠 |

z𝑘,𝑙+1 = e𝑘,𝑙𝑐𝑎𝑠 + z𝑘,𝑙 + p𝑘,𝑙
𝑐𝑜𝑙

(12)

where (·) is the vector inner product operation. e𝑘,𝑙𝑝𝑎𝑟 and e𝑘,𝑙𝑐𝑎𝑠 are
the representations of the parallel and cascade streams, respec-
tively. p𝑘,𝑙

𝑐𝑜𝑙
contains a mixture of behavior-specific and hierarchical

correlation information.
(2) Vanilla-enhanced Knowledge Fusion. Meanwhile, inspired

by the vanilla attention [43], we devise a fusion scheme that has
the similar form with it, and have:

w𝑘,𝑙 = 𝑆𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (W𝑘,𝑙e
𝑘,𝑙
𝑐𝑎𝑠 + b𝑘,𝑙 )

f𝑘,𝑙 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 ( [e𝑘,𝑙𝑐𝑎𝑠 , e𝑘,𝑙𝑝𝑎𝑟 , e
𝑘,𝑙
𝑐𝑎𝑠 − e𝑘,𝑙𝑝𝑎𝑟 , e

𝑘,𝑙
𝑐𝑎𝑠 ◦ e𝑘,𝑙𝑝𝑎𝑟 ])

z𝑘,𝑙+1 = e𝑘,𝑙𝑐𝑎𝑠 + z𝑘,𝑙 +
∑︁
𝑗

w𝑘,𝑙 ( 𝑗) · f𝑘,𝑙 ( 𝑗)
(13)

where (◦) is the hadamard product operation, W𝑘,𝑙 ∈ R4×4𝑑 and
b𝑘,𝑙 ∈ R4×1 are feature transformation matrix and bias matrix. 𝑑 is
the dimension of embedding.

For the output of each behavior, we have:

p𝑘,∗ =
𝐿𝑘∑︁
𝑙=0

p𝑘,𝑙 , z𝑘,∗ =
𝐿𝑘∑︁
𝑙=0

z𝑘,𝑙 (14)

where 𝐿𝑘 is the number of GNN layers of the 𝑘-th behavior.

4.3 Projection Disentangling Multi-Experts
Network

As we have obtained the representations of each behavior 𝑘 in the
previous section, we need to design a proper structure to further
leverage the multiplex signals with these representations. It has
been verified in many methods [3, 24, 32] that a multi-task learning
module can perfectly handle this. The MTL structure first couples
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the representations of all behaviors, then generate kinds of experts
by the coupled input, further applies a gating mechanism to ag-
gregate the expert information as the output, and finally utilizes
the prediction losses of different behaviors to jointly optimize the
model.

However, the existing MTL structures utilize a couple represen-
tation as the input while introducing noise from other behaviors
while using gating mechanisms to aggregate information from dif-
ferent experts. This leads to the gradient conflict during the learning
process. Thus, we proposed a well-designed MTL module to handle
the above problems. The following are details.

4.3.1 Generating of Experts. As coupled input contains mixed in-
formation of different behaviors, making the gradient coupled and
conflict, we do not combine the multi-behavioral representations
together. We directly leverage each representation to generate the
behavior-specific experts:

q𝑘 = z𝑘,∗𝑢 ◦ z𝑘,∗𝑣 (15)

where (◦) is the hadamard product operation.

4.3.2 Aggregating of Experts. In order to alleviate the negative
information transfer from other behavior-specific experts, we im-
prove the gating mechanism with a representation projection mech-
anism. Take the behavior 𝑘 as an example, we have:

q𝑘
′,𝑘
𝑠ℎ𝑎

=
q𝑘

′ · q𝑘

|q𝑘 |
q𝑘

|q𝑘 |
q𝑘

′,𝑘
𝑢𝑛𝑖

= q𝑘
′
− q𝑘

′,𝑘
𝑠ℎ𝑎

(16)

where (·) is the vector inner product operation. q𝑘 ′ and q𝑘 are the
representations of the 𝑘′- and 𝑘-th behavior, respectively. q𝑘

′,𝑘
𝑠ℎ𝑎

contains a mixture of the 𝑘′- and 𝑘-th behavioral correlation in-
formation. q𝑘

′,𝑘
𝑢𝑛𝑖

, which represents the unique part of the 𝑘′-th
behavior, and q𝑘 , which denotes the 𝑘-th behavior, are distinctive
and should be as orthogonal as possible.

As we can see, the projection mechanism disentangle q𝑘
′
by the

guidance of q𝑘 , thus the shared and unique parts of other behaviors
can be further utilized to alleviate the negative transfer caused by
gating aggregation. To be specific, we take the shared representa-
tions q𝑘

′,𝑘
𝑠ℎ𝑎

(𝑘′ ∈ {1, 2, ..., 𝐾} ∩ 𝑘′ ≠ 𝑘) of other behaviors and q𝑘 as
targets of aggregation by the 𝑘-th gate, and have:

g𝑘 = 𝑆𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (W𝑔z𝑘,∗ + b𝑔)

q̂𝑘 =
𝐾

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡
𝑘 ′=1

(q𝑘
′,𝑘
𝑠ℎ𝑎

)

𝑜
𝑘,𝑐𝑎𝑠
𝑢𝑣 = ℎ𝑘 (

𝐾∑︁
𝑗=1

g𝑘 ( 𝑗) · q̂𝑘 ( 𝑗))

(17)

where W𝑔 ∈ R𝐾×𝑑 and b𝑔 ∈ R𝐾×1 are feature transformation
matrix and bias matrix, and g𝑘 ∈ R𝐾×1 is the attention vector
which are used as selector to calculate the weighted sum of all
experts. ℎ𝑘 (·) is the tower function. 𝑜𝑘,𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑣 is the prediction score
of whether user 𝑢 will have interaction with item 𝑣 under behavior
𝑘 at the cascade stream.

Besides, we design a prediction task for the unique representa-
tion q𝑘

′,𝑘
𝑢𝑛𝑖

. This task takes full advantage of the mutually exclusive

relationship between q𝑘
′,𝑘
𝑢𝑛𝑖

and q𝑘 , facilitating the learning of the
𝑘-th behavior. Details are shown in Section 4.4.3.

4.4 Joint Optimization
4.4.1 Parallel Loss. As we have obtained multi-behavioral repre-
sentations from the parallel stream, we design a parallel loss to help
the learning of each representations. In details, we have:

L𝑝𝑎𝑟 = −
𝐾∑︁
𝑘=1

∑︁
(𝑢,𝑠,𝑡 ) ∈O𝑘

𝜆𝑘 ∗ ln𝜎 (𝑜
𝑘,𝑝𝑎𝑟
𝑢𝑠 − 𝑜𝑘,𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑢𝑡 ) (18)

where 𝑜𝑘,𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑢𝑣 = p𝑘,∗𝑢 · p𝑘,∗𝑣 is the prediction score of whether user 𝑢
will have interaction with item 𝑣 under behavior 𝑘 at the parallel
stream. And we apply a Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [28]
loss to optimize the model. O𝑘 =

{
(𝑢, 𝑠, 𝑡) | (𝑢, 𝑠) ∈ O+

𝑘
, (𝑢, 𝑡) ∈ O−

𝑘

}
denotes the training dataset. O+

𝑘
indicates observed positive user-

item interactions under behavior 𝑘 and O−
𝑘
indicates unobserved

user-item interactions under behavior 𝑘 . 𝜆𝑘 is the coefficient of
behavior 𝑘 . 𝜎 is the Sigmoid function.

4.4.2 Cascade Loss. Similar to the above, we devise a cascade loss
for the cascade stream, and as we have obtained the final prediction
𝑜
𝑘,𝑐𝑎𝑠
𝑢𝑣 , we have:

L𝑐𝑎𝑠 = −
𝐾∑︁
𝑘=1

∑︁
(𝑢,𝑠,𝑡 ) ∈O𝑘

𝜆𝑘 ∗ ln𝜎 (𝑜𝑘,𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑠 − 𝑜𝑘,𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑡 ) (19)

where the definition of parameters is the same towhat in the parallel
loss.

4.4.3 Unique Loss. To make full use of the unique representation
q𝑘

′,𝑘
𝑢𝑛𝑖

, we design an auxiliary prediction task. Specifically, we lever-
age q𝑘

′,𝑘
𝑢𝑛𝑖

to predict the interactive information of “𝑘′ without 𝑘”.
In details, we have:

L𝑢𝑛𝑖 = −
𝐾∑︁
𝑘=1

𝐾∑︁
𝑘′=1
𝑘′≠𝑘

∑︁
(𝑢,𝑠,𝑡 ) ∈T𝑘′,𝑘

𝜆𝑘 ∗ ln𝜎 (𝑜𝑘
′,𝑘,𝑢𝑛𝑖
𝑢𝑠 − 𝑜𝑘

′,𝑘,𝑢𝑛𝑖
𝑢𝑡 ) (20)

where 𝑜𝑘
′,𝑘,𝑢𝑛𝑖
𝑢𝑣 = q𝑘

′,𝑘
𝑢,𝑢𝑛𝑖

· q𝑘
′,𝑘
𝑣,𝑢𝑛𝑖

is the prediction score. T𝑘 ′,𝑘 ={
(𝑢, 𝑠, 𝑡) | (𝑢, 𝑠) ∈ O+

𝑘 ′
∩ O−

𝑘
, (𝑢, 𝑡) ∈ O−

𝑘
∪ (O+

𝑘 ′
∩ O+

𝑘
)
}
denotes the

training dataset. O+
𝑘
indicates observed positive user-item inter-

actions under behavior 𝑘 and O−
𝑘
indicates unobserved user-item

interactions under behavior 𝑘 . In short, we remove from the behav-
ioral adjacency matrix M𝑘 ′ the positive items that M𝑘 ′ shares with
M𝑘 . Thus, we fully utilize the "Only 𝑘′" interactive information
with the help of the unique representations of behavior 𝑘′.

In all, the final loss can be formulated as:

L(Θ) = L𝑝𝑎𝑟 + L𝑐𝑎𝑠 + L𝑢𝑛𝑖 + 𝜇 | |Θ| |22 (21)

where Θ represents set of all model parameters. 𝜇 is the 𝐿2 regular-
ization coefficient for Θ.

4.5 Complexity Analysis
4.5.1 Time Complexity. The time complexity of PKEF primarily
lies in the GNN parts, which consist of cascade and parallel streams.
Both the cascade and parallel parts have a computational complexity
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Table 1: Statistics of evaluation datasets.
Dataset #User #Item #Interaction #Target Interaction #Interactive Behavior Type
Beibei 21,716 7,977 3.3 × 106 282,860 {View,Cart,Buy}
Taobao 15,449 11,953 1.2 × 106 92,180 {View,Cart,Buy}
Tmall 41,738 11,953 2.3 × 106 255,586 {View,Collect,Cart,Buy}

of
∑𝐾
𝑘=1𝑂

(
𝐿𝑘 · |E𝑘 | · 𝑑

)
. Here, |E𝑘 | represents the number of edges

across all graphs in the set E𝑘 , 𝐾 denotes the behavior number,
𝐿𝑘 refers to the number of GNN layers of the 𝑘-th behavior, and
𝑑 represents the embedding size. Overall, the time complexity of
PKEF is comparable to that of existing GNN-based methods.

4.5.2 Space Complexity. The learnable parameters in our proposed
PKEF primarily come from the user and item embeddings, denoted
as x𝑢 and y𝑖 respectively. This is similar to existing methods. Fur-
thermore, the dense graphs G𝑘 in the set G are transformed into
sparse behavior-specified matricesM1,M2, · · · ,M𝐾 for computa-
tional purposes. This transformation allows us to perform computa-
tions without requiring additional memory space to store the dense
graphs. Hence, the memory usage during the intermediate process
remains within an acceptable range.

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Experimental Setting
5.1.1 Dataset Description. We follow MB-CGCN [6] and CRGCN
[40], and adopt the same three datasets for evaluation, i.e., Beibei,
Taobao and Tmall. For these datasets, we adhere to previous studies’
methodology of removing duplicates by retaining the earliest entry
[9, 19]. Table 1 provides a summary of the statistical information
for the three datasets used in our experiments.

5.1.2 Evaluation Protocols. In all our experiments, we assess the
performance of our proposed PKEF model and baseline models
based on the top-𝑘 recommended items, using two evaluation met-
rics: Hit Ratio (HR@k) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain (NDCG@k). Specifically, we set 𝑘 = 10 for our evaluations.

5.1.3 Baseline Models. To demonstrate the effectiveness of PKEF,
we compare it with several state-of-the-art methods, which can be
divided into two categories: (1) Single-behavior methods: MF-
BPR [28], NeuMF [15] and LightGCN1 [14], (2) Multi-behavior
methods without MTL: RGCN [29], GNMR [36], NMTR [8],
MBGCN2 [19], CRGCN3 [40] and MB-CGCN4 [6],

5.1.4 Parameter Settings. Our proposed PKEF is implemented in
TensorFlow [1]. For a fair comparison, following MB-CGCN [6],
we set the embedding size to 64. We initialize the parameters using
Xavier [10]. The parameters are optimized by Adam [20], while
the learning rate is set to 10−3. We search the number of GNN
layers for every behavior in {1,2,3,4} for user-item bipartite graph.
In addition, we adjust the loss coefficients for each behavior in
{0,1/6,2/6,3/6,4/6,5/6,1} and fix the sum of the coefficients for all
actions as 1. Other parameters are the same as MB-CGCN. All
experiments are run for 5 times and average results are reported. In

1https://github.com/kuandeng/LightGCN
2https://github.com/tsinghua-fib-lab/MBGCN
3https://github.com/MingshiYan/CRGCN
4https://github.com/SS-00-SS/MBCGCN

Table 2: The overall performance comparison. Boldface de-
notes the highest score and underline indicates the results
of the best baselines. ★ represents significance level 𝑝-value
< 0.05 of comparing PKEF with the best baseline.

Model Beibei Taobao Tmall

HR NDCG HR NDCG HR NDCG

MF-BPR 0.0191 0.0049 0.0076 0.0036 0.0230 0.0207
NeuMF 0.0232 0.0135 0.0236 0.0128 0.0124 0.0062

LightGCN 0.0391 0.0209 0.0411 0.0240 0.0393 0.0209
RGCN 0.0363 0.0188 0.0215 0.0104 0.0316 0.0157
GNMR 0.0413 0.0221 0.0368 0.0216 0.0393 0.0193
NMTR 0.0429 0.0198 0.0282 0.0137 0.0536 0.0286
MBGCN 0.0470 0.0259 0.0509 0.0294 0.0549 0.0285
CRGCN 0.0459 0.0324 0.0855 0.0439 0.0840 0.0442

MB-CGCN 0.0579 0.0381 0.1233 0.0677 0.0984 0.0558
PKEF 0.1130★ 0.0582★ 0.1385★ 0.0785★ 0.1277★ 0.0721★

Rel Impr. 95.16% 38.58% 12.33% 15.95% 29.78% 29.21%

addition, we conduct hyper-parameter analysis experiments (shown
in Section 5.4).

5.2 Performance Comparison
Table 2 shows the performance of methods on three datasets with
respect to HR@10 and NDCG@10. We have the following findings:
• Our PKEF model achieves the best performance across all three
datasets. Specifically, in terms of HR and NDCG metrics, PKEF
outperforms the best baselines on Beibei, Taobao, and Tmall
datasets by 95.16%, 12.33%, 29.78% and 38.58%, 15.95%, 29.21%,
respectively. Our PKEF model demonstrates significant enhance-
ments in recommendation accuracy, particularly when compared
to the best baseline, MB-CGCN. This substantial progress high-
lights the effectiveness of our model.

• Multi-behavior models perform better than single-behavior mod-
els. For example, MBGCN performs better than LightGCN. This
indicates the superiority of utilizing multiple types of interac-
tions.

• LightGCN consistently outperforms MF-BPR and NeuMF, while
MBGCN outperforms NMTR. This demonstrates the advantages
of the GCN model, which leverages high-order neighbor infor-
mation on the user-item bipartite graph to learn embeddings for
users and items.

• Finally, GNMR and MBGCN outperform RGCN by considering
the contribution of each behavior in the multi-behavioral fusion
step. Compared to NMTR and MBGCN, which only propose
parallel learning paradigms during behavior fusion, CRGCN and
MB-CGCN explicitly incorporate the cascade relationships of
multiple behaviors during the fusion step, achieving performance
that is second only to our model. This indicates the necessity of
considering hierarchical correlation between behaviors.

5.3 Ablation Study
5.3.1 Impact of the Key Components. To evaluate the effective-
ness of sub-modules in our PKEF framework, we consider three
model variants: (1) Base Model: We remove both the PKF and PME
parts, so that the model only has the cascade stream and utilizing
a bilinear paradigm (separated input with a light-weight matrix
transformation); (2) PKEF w/o PKF: The PKF part is removed; (3)
PKEF w/o PME: The PME part is replaced with bilinear module.
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Table 3: Performances of different PKEF variants.

Model Beibei Taobao Tmall

HR NDCG HR NDCG HR NDCG

Base Model 0.0734 0.0360 0.0849 0.0452 0.0829 0.0466
PKEF w/o PKF 0.1096 0.0560 0.1121 0.0610 0.1205 0.0687
PKEF w/o PME 0.0915 0.0460 0.0955 0.0532 0.0931 0.0514

PKEF 0.1130 0.0582 0.1385 0.0785 0.1277 0.0721

Table 4: Performances of different knowledge fusion
schemes.

Model Beibei Taobao Tmall

HR NDCG HR NDCG HR NDCG

Summation 0.0312 0.0173 0.1142 0.0635 0.0238 0.0127
Linear Trans. 0.0847 0.0419 0.1185 0.0666 0.1084 0.0617
Vanilla Fusion 0.1105 0.0568 0.1254 0.0707 0.1180 0.0674

Projection Fusion 0.1130 0.0582 0.1385 0.0785 0.1277 0.0721

The performance of PKEF and its variants are summarized in Table
3, and we come to these conclusions:
• Comparing the performance of PKEF and its last two variants, we
can find that each variant brings about performance degradation
when any key component is removed or replaced with other
modules. This demonstrates the rationality and effectiveness of
the two key designations.

• It is worthwhile noticing that Base Model achieves the worst
performance on all three datasets compared to other variants
with multi-behavior learning. In particular, this variant has a
performance decline up to 35.04%, 38.70%, and 35.08% in terms
of HR (38.14%, 42.42%, and 35.37% in terms of NDCG) on Beibei,
Taobao, and Tmall datasets. This further demonstrates the ef-
fectiveness of the combination of PKF and PME for solving the
multi-behavior recommendation problem.

5.3.2 Impact of the Knowledge Fusion Schemes. To further explore
the forms of knowledge fusion between the parallel and cascade
streams, we devise two alternative schemes for general usage (Illus-
trated in Section 4.2.2). Besides, we make a comparison between the
proposed two schemes with simple Summation (simply add the
representation of different streams up) and Linear Trans. (apply
a linear transformation to transfer the parallel knowledge). And
as shown in Table 5.3.2, we can observe that summation perform
the worst among the four schemes. A probable reason is that the
distribution of the two representations of the streams is completely
different. So, simple summation may cause the harmful impact to
the distribution of representations. Besides, Linear Trans. leverage
a implicit way to transfer the knowledge, which may lead to a
negative information transfer when transfering the parallel knowl-
edge. Vanilla Fusion weights the fusion representations at different
scales, alleviating the impact of representation distribution. While
the Projection Fusion utilizes a projection mechanism to explicitly
extract the useful information from the parallel knowledge, and
thus obtain the best performance on these three datasets.

5.3.3 Impact of the MTL module. To further demonstrate the su-
periority of our proposed PME in Multi-Task Learning (MTL), we
compare it with four state-of-the-art MTL models: Shared Bottom
[3], Bilinear [4], MMOE [24], and PLE [32]. These models are ap-
plied on top of PKF for multi-behavior recommendation. To ensure

Table 5: Performances of different MTL module.

Model Beibei Taobao Tmall

HR NDCG HR NDCG HR NDCG

PKF+SB 0.0599 0.0287 0.0715 0.0381 0.0840 0.0472
PKF+Bilinear 0.0915 0.0460 0.0955 0.0532 0.0931 0.0514
PKF+MMOE 0.0830 0.0420 0.1091 0.0580 0.0890 0.0487
PKF+PLE 0.0845 0.0431 0.1022 0.0545 0.0944 0.0517
PKF+PME 0.1130 0.0582 0.1385 0.0785 0.1277 0.0721
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Figure 4: Impact of GNN Layers for different behaviors.

compatibility with the classical MTL models (i.e., Shared Bottom,
MMOE, and PLE), which expect the same input representation,
we weigh the 𝐾 separate representations generated by PKF to ob-
tain a unified input. The resulting variants are named PKF+SB,
PKF+Bilinear, PKF+MMOE, PKF+PLE, and PKF+PME. Table 5 sum-
marizes the results. PKF+SB performs the worst among all MTL
models across all datasets. PKF+Bilinear, which replaces the neural
network’s prediction head with a light-weight matrix transforma-
tion, shows better performance, which is likely due to reduced
risk of overfitting. Both PKF+MMOE and PKF+PLE employ gate
networks with adaptive attention weights for information fusion,
outperforming the static and equally weighted PKF+SB. Notably,
our PME consistently outperforms all other models on all datasets,
reaffirming its effectiveness for MTL tasks.

5.4 Parameter Analysis
5.4.1 Impact of the number of layers. We investigate the impact
of higher-order information on model performance by varying the
number of GNN layers. Specifically, we search the layer numbers
in the range of {1, 2, 3, 4} and use different numbers of layers for
different behaviors. The experimental results are shown in Figure
4, where the numbers on each block indicate the layer for the buy
behavior that achieves the best performance while keeping the
layer numbers fixed for the view and cart behaviors. Due to lack of
space, we only show the results on Beibei and Taobao, the results
of another dataset are similar.

Based on the results, it is evident that for both datasets, PKEF
demonstrates the highest performance when the GNN layers are
configured as (4, 1, 1). Furthermore, the influence of stacking differ-
ent numbers of layers on performance varied for different behaviors.
There is a tendency to use deeper propagation layers for the graph
of view and shallower layers for downstream behaviors such as
buy. One possible reason is that the view behavior contains richer
interaction information and requires stacking more layers to cap-
ture higher-order information for learning better user preferences.
Whereas in downstream behaviors with sparse interactions, exces-
sive layers may introduce noise and lead to overfitting.
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Figure 5: Impact of the Behavioral Coefficients.

5.4.2 Impact of the coefficients of different behaviors. We investi-
gate the impact of the behavioral coefficient parameter 𝜆𝑘 on the
performance of PKEF. There are three behavior types in Beibei and
Taobao (view, cart, and buy), which means there are three loss coef-
ficients 𝜆1, 𝜆2, and 𝜆3, respectively. The value of 𝜆3 is determined
when 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 are given.We use grid search in the range {0, 1/6, 2/6,
3/6, 4/6, 5/6, 1} and plot the results for NDCG@10 (shown in Figure
5). For both datasets, PKEF achieves the best performance with coef-
ficient parameters set to (0, 4/6, 2/6), and the performance remains
relatively consistent across different parameters. This indicates that
the model can effectively adapt to different data distributions and
has good generalization ability. The results of the Tmall dataset,
which we omit due to space constraints, reach similar conclusions.

5.5 Indepth Analysis
5.5.1 Case Study under Different Behavioral Correlations. We ex-
perimentally verify whether our model can alleviate potential gra-
dient conflicts. Specifically, we divide the test users into five user
groups according to the average Pearson correlation among all
behaviors and select subsets from each user group. To prevent the
node degree from potentially influencing the results [35], we keep
similar average number of user interactions among different subsets
while maximizing the number of users in each subset. For more
rigorous results, we run experiments 5 times on each dataset and
plot the mean and fluctuation range on the figure. The experimental
results on Beibei and Taobao datasets are shown in Figure 6.We find
that PME consistently outperforms all other MTL methods across
all user groups, further demonstrating the superiority of PME for
MTL. Additionally, with the increase of Pearson correlation, the
performance of PME grows more rapidly compared to other MTL
methods, while other MTL methods even show fluctuations and
decline. A possible reason is the negative transfer caused by po-
tential gradient conflicts when knowledge is transferred across
different tasks. We omit the results on the Tmall dataset due to
space limitations, which have consistent conclusions.

5.5.2 Visualization of Gating Aggregation. We conduct experiments
to compare the expert utilization between our PMEmodel and other
gate-based models (MMOE and PLE). By visualizing the average
weight distribution of experts used for predicting the target be-
havior (shown in Figure 7), we observe that PME achieves better
differentiation among experts compared to MMOE and PLE. We
exclude gates used for other behaviors in our analysis to solely
focus on predicting the interaction probability of the target behav-
ior. Besides, in order to ensure the fairness of the comparison, for
MMOE and PLE, we fix the number of experts in Tmall to 4, and 3 in
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Figure 6: Average performances for user groups with differ-
ent behavior correlations.
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Figure 7: Expert utilization in gate-based models

Beibei and Taobao. While MMOE and PLE exhibit a nearly uniform
distribution of weights across all experts, PME selectively leverage
information from different behaviors, thereby avoiding potential
conflicts. This demonstrates the effectiveness of PME in utilizing
diverse behavior information and improving overall performance.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the Parallel Knowledge Enhancement
based Framework (PKEF) for multi-behavior recommendation. To
handle the problems of the existing multi-behavior approches, we
devise Parallel Knowledge Fusion (PKF) module and Projection Dis-
entangling Multi-Experts network (PME). PKF combines cascade
and parallel paradigms to enhance behavior representations, ad-
dressing information bias caused by imbalanced behavioral interac-
tions. PME treats each behavior as an independent task, generating
specific expert information for each behavior using separate inputs.
Besides, for each behavior, it leverages a projection mechanism
to disentangle the shared and specific parts from other behaviors
and aggregates the shared part while designing an auxiliary loss
to further utilize the unique part. Thus, the negative transfer is
significantly alleviated. Further, we perform extensive experiments
on three real-world datasets to validate the effectiveness of our
PKEF. The results provide further evidence of the rationale and
effectiveness of the designed PKF and PME modules.
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